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Nikicon Swiftfoot

Nikicon Swiftfoot is an active player character played by Damaske.

Nikicon Swiftfoot

Species & Gender: Female Anthro
Organization: Independent
Occupation: Tactical/Engineering Officer
Current Placement: ISS Sobek

Physical Description

Nikicon is a typical Snowshoe Hare Anthro. She stands about 5' 2“, adding another foot if her long ears
are held upright. Big, bright violet eyes look out from under her black hair that's pulled backward
between her ears, flowing freely until her shoulder blades and held in a loose ponytail. Her fur is pure
snow-white with the whiteness broken up by her nose that is almost always wriggling around as the
woman takes in the surrounding scents. A hole in her clothing allows that puff of a tail to poke out and
wiggle freely. The snowshoe hare uses a soft, submissively-toned voice unless she is upset. Then, it is
loud and the submissiveness is gone. To those with a sharp sense of smell, she would smell like pine and
something not unlike peaches.

Personality

Nikicon is a really sweet, innocent person that can also be said to be easygoing and does not stand out
much in a conversation. Being a bunny, Nikicon really loves anything with carrots in it– carrot cake, juice,
pie– just name it and if safe to eat, Nikicon might love it. Nikicon does not like to stand around while
there is work to be done, Being born, and living in, space she has found out there is little time to stand
around, and that if something needs to be done, it needs to be taken care of right away before it gets
worse. Being a bunny, Nikicon is very cautious and does not just jump headfirst into something. Rather,
she slides in slowly feet first. Nikicon *loves* to be around others and does like to talk when the work is
all done, or to ask tons of questions so that she'll know the plans fully.
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History

Nikicon Swiftfoot was born 35日 4月 YE 19, outside the Kikyō Sector on a colony spaceship. Nikicon does
not remember much of her childhood, as she was so busy taking care of the starship she was on as soon
as she was able to. Nikicon has learned a lot in the areas of maintenance of a large craft and what it
takes to keep one in good shape. While growing up Nikicon had an interest in the engineering section, as
well as the operation of the spacecraft weapons and defense systems. Spending more time at the
weapons console than in the engineering section Nikicon, became quite good at predicting ship
movements to fire unguided weapons at them. In the year YE 35 she met her soon-to-be captain and best
friend Fuji, Lenna, They left aboard a 75-meter freighter, the “Sigh water”, soon upgrading to a 172-
meter freighter that Lenna called “Sobek.”

With the new, larger ship, Nikicon's childhood experiences came in handy as she was the one that mostly
took care of Sobek after Lenna plowed through the pirate blockade, getting shot up as she refused to let
her cargo be taken by pirates. Her talent came into play once more as Lenna would start to get small
weapon systems to beef up the defenses of Sobek. Most of them would require upgrades or outright
redoing of the power systems or hull supports.

One time while responding to a distress call, Nikicon and Lenna found themselves against a large pirate
capital ship attacking a large freighter. There were some power armor and fighters alongside it, attacking
the transport. Lenna charged in, and in nearly no time found herself out of ammo for her working
weapons, the others damaged from the fight. Lenna told Nikicon to take a life pod and escape as she
went to ram into the only working capital turret on the pirate ship. Lenna and Nikicon stayed on the
bridge as long as possible before Nikicon got into an escape pod and fired out into space, heading toward
the freighter hoping the pirates would flee. Nikicon lost sight of her friend Lenna's power armor in the
explosion, and, trying to avoid weapons fire, fled to the transport.

Hearing that the crew watched and had not seen a power armor come out of the exploding ship, Nikicon
waited until she was sure the pirate ship was gone before going back and looking for and finding the
destroyed power armor with Lenna inside. Lenna was badly hurt and on emergency life support. Nikicon
begged them to help save Lenna as they didn't have that fancy soul-thingy that more modern ships had
access to, and if she died she would be gone. With tears in her eyes, she never left the side of her
captain and best friend until 4 days later when her eyes opened and things got better.

After a while, Nikicon and Lenna found out that in their honor, the freighter crew was unpacking and
restoring a ship that was going to be destroyed and recycled. Instead, it was to be given to them both for
saving their lives, their ship, and keeping their cargo safe. Nikicon helped as best she was able to, and
learned a lot about the systems of the ship and what it needed to keep running. After a few months,
when Lenna was back to normal, they got into the odd ship and headed off into the darkness.

Skills Learned

Domestic: Basic cooking, laundry, cleaning, and childcare.
Entertainment: storytelling
Fighting: very basic power armor operation, very basic Sword fighting.
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Maintenance and repair: Maintenance on craft frames, and hull, ability to maintain some
engineering systems, basic repair and maintenance of ground vehicles, and fighters.
Medical: Basic triage, first-aid, and CPR.
Starship Operations: Engineering, Combat Systems, and coms systems
Vehicles: Mecha basics, car and truck driving.

Nikicon was aboard a Colony ship for most of her life and got the be very effective at doing laundry,
cleaning, cooking, and helping the adults with taking care of the children younger than herself. A lot of
the children would bring a book over to Nikicon and ask her to read them the story within. While growing
up Nikicon learned very basic power armor control through civilian exosuits that are used to move
around large items as with doing outside hull maintenance on the large spacecraft they lived on. Due to
Nikicon being taught how to maintain the outside with an exosuit she was taught how to combat rust and
make sure it does not come back. Nikicon was also asked to help out in the medical bays and learned
how to do triage, first-aid, and CPR thankfully her skills were never put fully to the test except for a rare
case or two. When the craft was at a space station or in orbit of a planet, Nikicon would fly down on a
smaller craft and drive the resupply trucks as with learned how to fix one if it broke down. This also lead
to Nikicon learning how to fix battle damage on fighters that would defend the colony ship, as with
learning the combat systems position on the bridge getting very good at predicting strafing runs and
bomb runs and defending against them. Just before leaving her home to go chase after dreams with
Lenna on a freighter that she got from the ship, she was living on Nikicon was learning how to become an
engineering officer.

Social Connections

Nikicon Swiftfoot is connected to:

Fuji, Lenna, best friend and Captain of the ship that she serves on, the ISS Sobek

Inventory & Finance

Nikicon Swiftfoot has the following:

6 sets of the following
Undergarments (female) Simple bra, panties (for tail)
Jeans (for tail)
Normal shirts
T-shirts (undershirts)
Socks (mid-shin)
Towels
Washcloth

4 Coveralls (for tail)
2 Dinner dresses
3 Leather gloves (paws)
2 Triners (digigrade and paws)
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Jungle combat boots
Combat boots (digigrade and paws)
Formal shoes (digigrade and paws)
2 Sunglasses (with reflective hint and optional verifocals)
Feminine Hygiene Products
2 Liquid soap
2 Floral scent Shampoo
1 Traditional Flak Vest
1 Combat Vests
1 Web belts
2 Canteens
Fox repellent and belt holder
Taser with belt holder
Yugumo E2c stun pistols with chest holder
2 BR-E2a battery magazines
Frontiersman 7.7mm Repeating Rifle

6 boxes of 7.7x15mm volt rounds
4 boxes of 7.7x15mm rounds
2 boxed of 7.7x30mm rounds
1 box of 7.7x60mm shotshell rounds

x1 box of Der Duft des Schattens

Nikicon Swiftfoot currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by damaske on 11, 14 2021 at 17:40 using the Character Template Form.

Artwork was made by Damaske using Stable Diffusion AI art generator thingy.

Approval thread

In the case Damaske becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Nikicon Swiftfoot
Character Owner Damaske
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location ISS Sobek
Plots ISS Sobek plot, Sood Zadra (Plot)
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